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A snapshot 
on Milan



Milan is the 2nd wealthiest EU city after Paris, it has the largest economy 
among non-capital European cities (in 2004 the GDP of the Milan 
metropolitan area was US$312, equal to the world’s 28th largest economy) 
and its employment rate is around 95-96%.

Milan is an Alpha* leading global city, its business district hosts Italy’s 
Stock Exchange and the headquarters of the largest national and international 
banks and companies.

The city is the true current fashion capital of the world, according 
to the 2009 Global Language Monitor, where the sector can count 
on 12,000 companies, 800 show rooms, and 6,000 sales outlets. 

Milan is well known for several international events and fairs, 
including Milan Fashion Week, Design Week and the Milan Furniture Fair.
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Raffles Milano is located next to Corso Buenos Aires. 
With over 350 shops and outlets, Corso Buenos Aires 
is the busiest shopping street in Europe and it features 
the highest concentration of clothing stores in Europe.

Convenient transport.
The nearest metro station is Porta Venezia, which is 5 
minutes walking distance from Raffles Milano. Major 
tourist attractions, such as the Duomo Cathedral and 
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, are 3 metro stops away 
from Raffles Milano. 
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You won’t sit at your desk 
as you would in a normal 
school, getting bored taking 
notes from normal teachers 
in normal professorships. 

You will work side by side 
with the best Maestros 
as in the Renaissance 
workshop.
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You won’t learn from a  
medium level professional 
coming from one single 
studio or agency. 

Each month a different 
agency or creative studio 
selected from the Top ones 
worldwide will come 
to class.
Only at Raffles Milano.



You won’t spend months 
and months listening 
to theory from the same 
teacher or the same 
professional for a whole year.

Each month you will have 
a new challenge, a new job 
and a new real project 
to develop.
10 opportunities for you.



You won’t study 
only design or fashion.

You will have the chance 
to learn the basics on 
essential disciplines like 
marketing, finance,  or 
public speaking.



Milan is not enough.

You will travel, savor 
and learn from dozens 
of different towns and local 
districts all over Italy.
Diversity is wealth.



You won’t study only here.

Thanks to the 14 countries 
in the Raff les network you 
will be able to travel and 
study worldwide. 

With that special “Italian” 
touch…
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Our Masters > 

 The 
Approach
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Learn from the Maestros: 
in order to give a unique and effective learning 
experience, our faculty includes some of the most 
authoritative and influential creative minds, award 
winners who have shaped the design and fashion 
industries.

Breathe the World: 
from our teachers and lecturers to the network 
to which we belong, students are exposed to different 
countries and cultures and they can build a true 
international mindset.



Advertising 
Architecture
Fashion menswear 
Fashion womenswear 
Photography
Product design 
Visual design

  Master 
Programs



Master

Advertising 
A vocation for the future

TOPICS:
Briefing.
Product characteristics analysis.
Techniques to stimulate ideas.
Copy-writing.
Art direction.
Layout and storyboard.
Presentation.
Idea viability (campaignability).
Production.



Course leader
Gianpietro Vigorelli 
Creative director

In 1994, Vigorelli joined Young & Rubicam and he created commercials 
for Barilla, with directors such as John Landis. 
As a director, he created advertising campaigns for Danone, Philips, Pirelli, 
Renault, Motta, Pupa, Barilla and Tè Ati.
In 2000, he was appointed Vice-President and Creative Director of DLV-BBDO,
as result of the agency’s merger with BBDO Italy.
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lecturers

 



DLV BBDO
Advertising agency



LEO BURNETT
Advertising agency



HAVAS
Advertising agency



Master

Architecture
Public space 
and new communities

TOPICS:
Brief definition.
Listening and representing 
the context and its communities.
Analysing relevant legislation 
and economic tools.
Familiarising with and analysing 
related case studies and projects.
Defining a design methodology.
Elaborating and managing 
the urban design project.
Developing the project layout 
and the functional programme.
Communication strategies.
The presentation.



Course leader
Luca Molinari 
Architect and critic

Molinri is a member of Italy’s High Council for Cultural and Landscape Heritage. 
From 2001 to 2004, he was the Academic Director of the Architecture 
and Town Planning sections of the Milan Triennale. 
He is the main curator for SpazioFMG for the Architettura gallery since 2007. 
In 2010, he curated the Italian Pavilion for the XII International Architecture 
Exhibition at the Venice Biennale.
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MIRALLES TAGLIABUE EMBT
Architectural studio



SALON
Architectural studio



PÉRIPHÉRIQUES MARIN+TROTTIN 
Architectural studio



Master

 Fashion 
 menswear
Towards timeless elegance

TOPICS:
Mood board creation.
Research.
Collection Development.
Fabric merchandise.
Aesthetics.
Art direction.
Styling.
Portfolio.
Presentation.
Production.



Course leader
Massimiliano Giornetti 
Fashion designer

In 2000, Giornetti joined Salvatore Ferragamo. In 2010, he started designing 
the women’s prêt-à-porter collection and in the same year he was appointed 
Creative Director for the entire brand. 
In 2012, he took part in the exhibition sponsored by Ferragamo 
at the Louvre in Paris, Sant’Anna – Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Masterpiece. 
In 2013, he won GQ magazine’s Design of the Year Award in Mexico City.
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ENRICO SALERNI
Art Director



MARCO PANCONESI
Designer



ANDREA DILETTO
Tailor



Master

 Fashion 
womenswear
At the source of emotions

TOPICS:
Formulating the collection’s 
concept.
Studying materials.
Tradition and state-of-the-art 
technologies.
Experimenting with materials.
Analysing product characteristics.
Styling.
Art direction.
Presentation and runway show.
New product communication 
methodologies.



Course leader
Gabriele Colangelo 
Fashion designer

Colangelo first designed for Versace Women’s Jeans brand, Versace 
and Just Cavalli Woman. In 2008, he won the Alta Moda Roma and Vogue Italia 
Who is Next Award. 
In 2015, he was appointed Creative Director of the Giada - brand founded 
in Italy by Rosanna Daolio that has been expanding vigorously in China since 
2006.
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ALBA ORNAGHI
Fashion designer



SAVERIO PALATELLA
Photographer



DIRECTOR AND PRODUCER
Art Director



Master

 Photography 
 New stories, new visions

TOPICS:
Context of Italian 
and international photography.
Collecting and fine art.
Creativity and design process 
in photography.
Advertising and corporate 
communications.
Beauty and portraiture.
Landscape and architecture.
Focus on storytelling.
Compiling a portfolio.
Digital technology for creativity.



Course leader
Denis Curti 
Curator and critic

A benchmark among critics of Italian and international photography, 
Curti has curated exhibitions dedicated to lens masters as Helmut Newton, Henri 
Cartier-Bresson, David Lachapelle, Elliott Erwitt and the Italians 
Gianni Berengo Gardin, Franco Fontana and Ferdinando Scianna. 
He has also curated auctions for Sotheby’s and Minerva Auction. 
He is a member of the Artistic Committee at the Villa Reale in Monza 
and the director of the photography festivals of Capri and Bergamo.
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AIDA MULUNEH
Photographer



GIOVANNI GASTEL
Photographer



FERDINANDO SCIANNA
Photographer



Master

 Product  design 
 Building, breaking, rebuilding

TOPICS:
Development of new materials 
and surfaces.
Development of new aesthetics 
and graphics.
New products and new models 
of distribution.
New product frontiers: 
nomad products.
New production frontiers: 
the metamorphosis of 3D printing.



Course leader
Marc Sadler 
Industrial designer

A pioneer of experimenting with materials and of cross-fertilization between 
technologies, Sadler designed the first ski boot made of 100% recyclable 
thermoplastic material produced on an industrial scale by the Italian firm Caber. 
The back protector he designed for Dainese is featured in the collection 
at MoMA in New York, while his Mite lamp for Foscarini can be seen 
in the design collection at the Centre Pompidou in Paris. 
Amongst his awards are four ADI Compasso d’Oro Awards.
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MAKIO HASUIKE
Product designer



ALBERTO E FRANCESCO MEDA
Product designer



STEFANO GIOVANNONI
Product designer



Master

Visual design 
A question of exchanges

TOPICS:
Research.
Art direction.
Branding.
Publishing.
Typography and icons.
Data display.
Wayfinding and signage.
Digital and user interface design.
Concept generation.
Integrated graphic/communication 
design.



Course leader
Francesco Cavalli 
Creative director

Cavalli founded Leftloft and he has designed more than 900 projects 
for clients such as Moleskine, Documenta, FC Internazionale, 
Milan Triennale, Cassina, Colmar and Subito, among others. In 2009, 
he left Milan temporarily to open a subsidiary office in New York. 
In 2015, he created Luft, Leftloft’s research think tank for brainstorming ideas 
and practicing contemporary design processes.
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LANDOR
Visual design studio



LEFT LOFT
Visual design studio



PENTAGRAM
Visual design studio



And one 
last thing
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You think you can be 
the best student 
of your Raffles Milan Master?
Show us your value 
and we will give your annual 
tuition fee back.
Now move. 
It’s time to design your future.

At Raffles Milano.
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